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"All the world’s a stage,*

And all the men and women merely players."
i

— Shakespeare.
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REALISM IN THE MEDIEVAL MYSTERY PLAYS

An intensive study and analysis of some of the 
medieval mystery plays— remnants of the York, Town- 
ley, Coventry, and Chester Cycles— will inevitably 
show that realism was very prevalent in the litera
ture of the fourteenth century. Of course Langland' 3  

Piers Plowman and Chaucer's Canterbury Tales are even 
better evidences of this fact, but somehow the spirit 
of any age is nowhere in literature as vividly and 
correctly depicted and reflected as in its plays. To 
account for this dominant realistic literary tendency, 
perhaps a brief survey of the political and social 
background, followed by a short antecedent history of 
the English drama might here be, both appropriate and 
enlightening.

The fourteenth century marks the beginning of 
modern life in England, for, with the gradual disap
pearing of old differences between the Normans and 
Anglo-Saxons, the English government began, in a

4.

certain measure, to express the will of the people
in political affairs. Then too, the French language

\

lost its official prestige and English (East Midland



dialect) became the speech not only of the common 
people, but of courts and parliaments as well.

Despite the wave of patriotism following the 
victories of the Hundred Years» War, this century 
likewise marks the growing discontent between the 
idle wealthy classes and the overtaxed peasants, 
which ended in the Peasant Revolt of 1381. A great 
plague, known as the Black Death, also had a ter
rible effect upon conditions of the poor peasants, 
who were the greatest sufferers. But with the close 
of the long drawn out#Thirty Years' War of the Roses, 
feudalism received its final deathblow. After this, 
there was a rise of the middle class. From the great
landholder, power passed into the hands of the trades
man and the merchant. Men were now confronted with
problems of capital and labor, trade and taxation,• %

The organization of the middle class into mer
chant and craft guilds is the most important element 
in the development of medieval town life. The objec-i
tives of the master workers or merchant guilds werp: 
to monopolize and regulate trade, to attract it to 
the town, to examine the quality of goods, to test
weights and measures, to lend money, to influence\
conduct, and to look after the welfare of its members

agriculture and commerce
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and dependente. The aims of the craft guilds_soci
eties which handed together the members of each trade 
for purposes of mutual protection and interest— were: 
to prevent interference or underselling by foreign 
traders, to keep up their own standard of work, to 
regulate the employment of apprentices, to enforce 
good behavior, and to practice charity.1

A very important duty of both these guilds was
the annual presentation of the mystery plays, where-

*
by the medieval citizen received at the same time in
struction, amusement, and occupation. These plays 
dealt with the Old and New Testament narratives ini
brief, dramatic scenes with both very touching and 
very comic additions. They gave a unity of interest
as well as a means of expression that must have had

* *
a profound influence in promoting the corporate life 
of the town. Their production was a serious matter; 
the guild that neglected the play or that performed 
it badly was heavily fined.

4 -

Many interesting particulars may be gleaned from 
the manuscripts of the old cycles, as for instance:

i E. M. Wilmot-Buxton, A Social Hi story of England 
p • 45—87.



"The pageant at Chester is described 
as 'a high place made like a house with two 
rooms, being open on the top: in the lower 
room they appareled and dressed themselves: 
and in the higher room they played and they 
stood upon six wheels.» “The decorations 
were of the simplest and apparently the 
auditors stood on all sides of the wagon. 
However, imaginative realism was not want
ing: The ark in the pageant of the flood 
was shaped like a ship, and hellmouth with 
its flames of fire, its rattling chains 
and instruments of torture, and the grim 
and hideous semblance of its devils, served 
its purpose, as a deterrent from sin, doubt
less as well as our bogey fear of public re
probation. The actors, though amateurs,and 
trades people, members of the various crafts, 
received each his fee for acting and other 
services; and long lists of payments remain 
in the records, some of them amusing enough 

* to us. One seriete of entries begins solemn
ly, 'Inprimis to God, two shillings', with 
later entries to Caiaphas and 'Pilate his 
wife' netting each four pence more. There 
are items for five sheepskins for 'God's 
coat,' for 'a slop for Herod,' and for paint
ing and repairing the devil's head. Among 
payments for theatrical services, one Fawn- 
ston is allowed four pence 'for hanging Judas,• 
to the same artist is paid as much more for 
'cock-crowing. »"1 *
Except in Chaucer's poetry, particularly his 

Canterbury Tales, wherein each pilgrim tells his 
tale in his own way, and in Langland's Piers Plow
man, the ordinary man and woman played little part 
in the literature read at court or in the great baiv 
onial castles. The religious and dogmatic writings

1 F. E. Sehelling, English Drama» p. 21.



were the work of scholars. Few people could read; 
manuscripts were costly. It is really difficult for 
the modern mind to conceive a time when there were 
no popular magazines, daily papers, or even books; 
when everything that the masses learned about the 
life that is removed from narrow personal experience 
came from things they could hear or see, and not from 
the world of books.

The result of such a state of affairs is that 
form of oral composition and recitation known as the 
popular ballad. These ballads were made on a great 
variety of subjects,— on a courtly romance, a popular 
hero, a terrible crime,*or some prodigy in nature. 
Their charm lies in their simplicity and in their vi
gor and spirit. They were sung in servant halls and 
at village merrymakings% Then by the middle of the 
thirteenth century, the dramatic representations of 
the Bible stories, taken from the church service and 
transferred to the trade guilds, became the popular 
community enterprise. *

The authors of these mystery plays wrote for '
' 4

their audiences, which were made up of common folk. 
Since the subjects were religious in character, a 
tone of humble piety governed the action, neverthe
less, a certain amount of tumult and horse-play was



inevitable. Sometimes the actors were rogues, who 
introduced lines of their own making, but often the 
playwrights themselves composed scenes containing 
burlesque humor. Artistic beauty was sought, not so 
much in dramatic art as in very elaborate costuming, 
on which the trade unions spent huge sums.

These medieval mysteries are indeed a most in
teresting development of the liturgical plays by 
which the Church from the sixth century onward en
deavored to satisfy her children’s instinct for the 
dramatic representations of familiar themes. In or- 
der to provide religious education for the great pub
lic which could not read, and to make what was going 
on in church interesting and understandable, religious 
services took on the form of dramatic scenes, performed 
by clergy and acolytes, usually, at Christmas and Eas
ter time. Later,’because of increased attendance, these 
devout dramatizations were presented annually by the 
trade guilds in cycles or series, during the week fol
lowing the feast of Corpus Christi, at first in the 
churchyards, then in town halls, and finally on pageant 
cars. This development is known as the secularization

4
of the religious drama, and chronologically as the
period of transition.1 ,
_____________________________  \

1 Adolphus Ward, A History of English Dramatic
Literature. I: p. 451-
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It is at this point, when the laity took over 
the acting of the mysteries of religion, that a 
notable change took place. Accompanying the tre
mendous drama of man's creation, fall, and redemp
tion were the little scenes, drawn from the exist
ence of common men and women of the time— a bit of 
actual life, free from everything except that of 
diversion. These realistic scenes presented Herod 
and Pilate as typical boasters, Noah's wife as a 
stubborn shrew, and over emphasized Mary Magdalen's 
life* of luxury and sir? before her conversion. But 
it is from just these bits of realism that one gets 
little glimpses of medieval character and life that 
then existed, and it is in such scenes as these that 
English comedy really originated.

The mystery plays selected for analysis of the 
realistic element found therein are six in number—  
one a non-cycle play and the rest specimens from 
each of the old cycles. Those representing New 
Testament narratives are: The Second Shepherds' 
Play, of the Townley Cycle; The Birth of Jesus, of 
the York Cycle; The Magi. Herod and the Slaughter
of the Innocents, of the Coventry Cycle. The Old( .
Testament specimens are: The Killing of Abel, of
the Townley Cycle; Noah's Flood, of the Chester
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Cycle; and The Brome Abraham and Isaac, a non-cycle 
play. Before beginning work on these best examples 
of the medieval mystery plays, it might be well to 
make an attempt at least at explaining the meaning 
of the term, realism, as used in literature.

Realism in literature, like romanticism, is so 
vague and subtle a term that it is difficult to de
fine. It is generally applied to a tendency deve
loped by a school of writers who represent persons, 
scenes, things, and facts as they are; in other words, 
life* as it is. In order to present a somewhat more 
adequate explanation, it might be. helpful to contrast 
the views of the romanticist and the realist.

The romanticist regards the world as an ideal 
world. He selects beautiful themes, almost makes an
gels of men, and .points things, not as they are, but 
as the idealist would have them. He even idealizes 
evil in the witch and goblin personages of his fairy 
tales. He clings to nature in spirit, he cares lit
tle for detail, and is fond of the remote, the strange, 
and the mysterious. ■ /

The realist, on the other hand, stays close to 
nature and treats with familiar things of the ordin- 
ary life of the world about him. He holds that fancy 
hinders the exact reproduction of truth, and therefore



deals only with facts. To him nothing is too tri
vial, commonplace, or unpleasant to be recorded.
To him any phase of nature if accurately depicted 
will be profoundly interesting. But unfortunately, 
there is a tendency of the realist to seek material 
in the baser walks of life, for little is found in 
the humdrum existence of decent, ordinary living to 
stir the interest of the reader. Of course, this 
is extreme realism, which often treats national life 
slanderously, dwells on freakish or morbid themes, 
and appeals only to the animal nature in man.1

Although the term realism is'technically ap
plied to a nineteenth century school of writers, it 
is as old as literature itself and may be traced as 
far back as the Old Testament. It is also found 
in Homer, in the early waitings of the Egyptians, 
the Norse peoples, in the Indian, Japanese and 
Chinese stories of the sixth, tenth, and thirteenth 
and even fourteenth centuries1 as will be seen by 
a thorough study of some of the mystery plays of 
England at this time. The reason for choosing plays

4.

is, as said before, that no aspect of literature

1 The New International Encyclopedia, XIXip. 587-



portrays a truer expression of the life of the people, 
their aspirations, their philosophy, their mode of 
life, than the drama.

-10
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THE SECOND SHEPHERDS » PLAY

The most famous example of this new realistic 
and humorous element in the mystery plays is The 
Second Shepherds1 Play, the work of an anonymous 
playwright of Wakefield, performed by the Townley 
Cycle of players. It is prerfaeediDy^n^altogetlier 
non-religious and comic interludg^forming a com
plete scene or drama in- itself, and flaying nothing
whateyer jc.do-jgith tj^mrbject,,of^'t'he Nativii^y in
tlie n&aeopd^p&rt. It has been described in litera
ture as the first farce as well as the earliest

i
example of an interlude in the English language.1 
Only a playwright of such original dramatic genius 
as was the author of this play could have connected 
this low, realistic, farcical episode of Mak, the 
sheep-stealer, with the Nativity scene, and made 
the work a success.

The opening scene of this Shepherds* interlude 
presents a barren moor in Palestine, on a chilly 
midnight of December twenty-fourth. A poor shepherd,
with a rough blanket draped around him, is discovered

\

1 Sidney W. Clarke, The Miracle Play in England,
p • 38.



sitting on a rock. His crook is by his side. He 
rubs his legs as he complains of the cold. After 
a time, a second and third shepherd appear, and 
finally, Mak, the sheep-stealer, dressed in a gaudy 
cloak, comes on the scene. The picture is complete.
It is as homely as it is real. What effect can be 
produced by four burly, roughly clothed, rude-man
nered men, sprawled out on a tractless waste, against 
a background of darkness, broken only by the occasion
al twinkle of a star? One is tempted to say, “crude, 
void pf any beauty whatever;1' and yet this very pic
ture has been reproduced by many a famous artist and 
today is symbolic of the birth of the Christ Child. Ofi'
course, the angel or guiding star of Bethlehem does 
not appear in this particular scene, but Act Two, Scene 
Two, has both these additions.

The exterior and interior of Mak's house of Act 
One, Scene Two, must be supplied by the imagination 
of the reader from the realistic suggestions offered 
by the author. The house is probably a crude stone

4

structure of one room, with a window and a door. Thp 
inside, though poor, is neat, indicated by the line 
"a busy housewife all day"! and contains the meager

1 Child's Edition, The Second Shepherds* Play,
p. 42, 1. 301- ---



furnishings that constitute perhaps a better home 
than most shepherds then possessed, because Mak was 
famous for sheep-stealing rather than sheep-caring.
The furniture most likely consisted of a spinning 
wheel, "I am set for to spin,“1 a table, some three- 
legged benches, a fireplace, '»Who brews, who bakes, "2 
a pile of straw covered with a canvas serving as a 
bed, “I will lie down forthright. Come tuck me up."3 
and a cradle, "In my cradle he'll hide."4 As Mak 
knocks,the candle light throws its beams on a woman 
clad in night attire. Her quick actions and sharp 
remarks indicate ill—humor due to “this untimely dis
turbance, and perhaps she even holds a cudgel to strike 
Mak, the intruder. With these few suggestions one 
forms an adequate concept of the actual surroundings 
of this poorer class of people as well as their mode 
of life and customs.

These two above-mentioned pictures alternate in 
the third and fourth scenes of the play, but Scene One 
of Act Two presents another part of the moor still at

1 Child's Edition, op. cit
2 Ibid., P- 4?, 1. 416 .
3 Ibid., P* 48, 1. 433 .
4 Ibid.. P-

to 1. 334 .

4

p. 42, 1. 298-

\
%
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midnight. Just as the shepherds are about to lie down 
to a second nap, an angel appears, announcing the birth 
of Christ as well as tidings of peace and good will. It 
is at this point that one finds the beginning of the 
romantic intermixing with the former, realistic repre
sentations.

The Nativity scene^with the Virgin Mother bending 
over the manger where the Infant Jesus wrapped in swad
dling clothes lies sleeping surrounded by the beasts 
that warm him with their breath}makes a sublime and 
touching imaginative appeal. The adoration of the 
humble shepherds and especially the presentation of 
their lowly gifts; namely, "a bob of cherries,1,1 "ai
bird from afar,"1 2 and "a ball for the tennis,"3 make 
the picture real. This is a perfect closing scene.

The characters of the Second Shepherds» Play are
. • *

M&k, Gill, his wife, the First, Second, and Third Shep
herds, the angel, and Maria. Each individual character, 
excepting the angel and Maria, typifies an ordinary per
son, not only of the medieval period but of this modem 
era as well, for human nature does not change. /

1 Child’s Edition, op. cit.. p. 62, 1. 718.
2 Idem.. 1. 722. >-....
3 Idem.. 1. 734.



Mak, the most conspicuous of the cast, is a 
shrewd, calculating man of about forty. He is a 
trained sheep—thief, for he uses such clever means 
and is so witty, that he deceives even himself into 
believing that he is really not taking his booty, 
but merely borrowing it: "When I can, then I»ll pay, 
But this I will b o r r o w ! T h i s  is his way of eas

ing his conscience. Is not this attitude toward 
wrong-doing typical of many people even in this en
lightened age of philosophy? Mak reminds one of the 
gentleman burglar, the criminal who sits behind the 
polished oak desk, smiles, and looks the one whom 
he robs straight in the eye in order to feign sin
cerity in the lie that he is acting; or of the specu
lating bank cashier who borrows a certain sum with 
the intention of returning it when he makes his for
tune, but who unfortunately is caught before his 
hopes are realized.

Having viewed Mak, the thief, it might be well 
to take a glance at Mak, the man, the husband. He 
is just like the rest of them-— domineering, yet be- 1

4.
ing dominated; kind at times, yet ever wanting sym
pathy and attention. When wife is out of temper, he 

—
1 Child»s Edition, op. cit. .p. 42. 11. '294-5.'



tries diplomacy; when wife is sweet, he takes the 
other alternative, as the following lines will indi
cate: Mak: “The door open, good Gill

See'st thou not what I bring!"
Gill: "Come in, my sweeting!"
Mak: "Yeah, thou need’st not care

Did’st thou kill me with such 
1ong st andi ng J"1

Usually one member of the wedded pair has to be a 
docile one if peace is to reign in a family. Mak 
cannot exactly be called that, but he is careful; 
he knbws from experience just how far he may go and 
just when to give in. On the whole, he and his wife 
seem to work together pretty well, in that they both 
take turns at bossing. This is illustrated in the 
lines:

Mak: "The^door.....
Go close it!"

Gill: "Yes Mak...... 1 2
and again:

Gill: "Come tuck me up."
Mak: "That I will.»3

4

Gill is portrayed as a big, powerful woman,
. /

rough in voice and manner. She plays a comedy part

1 Child’s Edition, op. cit..p. 42. 11. 305-7.
2 Ibid. , p. 43, 11. 327-8.
3 I£M-, p. 48, 11. 433-4. r  a.,



throughout. (Frequently this role was performed by 
a male.) She has a quick temper and a sharp tongue, 
characteristic of most females. In an argument with 
Mak she always seems to get the best of him, either 
because he is tired of talking or merely gives in 
through caprice or perhaps, even through cowardice—  
through fear of the consequences. It is natural for 
men to do this very thing. When wives henpeck them, 
they give up through sheer exhaustion, say, "Oh, what 
the use of talking," and let them have their way. A 
good illustration of such an episode between wife and 
husband is found in the following conversation: 
"Naught but pleasure she> takes, and curls up her toes 
This one line from Mak, however, is answered by an 
"alibi" of several lines from Gill:

"Why, who runs, v?ho wakes, who comes, 
who goes,
Who brews, who bakes, what makes me 
hoarse, d’ye suopose!" 

and: »It is ruth to behold,
Now in hot, now in cold,
Full woeful is the household 
That no woman doth know.' "3

4

Poor Mak must have regretted saying what he did, for
the above rebuke was an oft-repeated one. There is
nothing that provokes a woman more than to be told, 1 2
________________________________  {

1 Child’s Edition, 0£. cit., p. 4?, 1. 414
2 Idem. , 11. 415-21,
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that she has nothing to do. Men know this and fre
quently, sad to say, use this remark to their dis
advantage however; for what follows such an expres
sion is, in many instances, much worse than what 
Gill put forth in the above quotation.

In the characterization of the three shepherds 
one finds some actual and distinct reproductions of 
human nature in man. The First Shepherd may be pic
tured as a round-faced, stout man of about forty,
rather jolly, boisterous, and comical. The Second

I.
Shepherd, for variety*s sake, might be a tall, thin
faced man of about the same age as the First Shepherd. 
In this character, one sdes a serious person, inclined 
to be gloomy and quarrelsome, and direct in action. In 
his first appearance he shows his ill-humor by com
plaining of the weather, ef the disadvantages of matri
mony, of his wedded mate who is '»As big as a whale, and 
has a gallon of gall.'»l Another poor maltreated crea
ture so common in this valley of tears* This Second 
Shepherd is a man who cannot take a joke. He claims 
that jokes are cheap and is ready to treat Mak to a 
blow after the latter's attempt at fooling the three
shepherds. He is a suspicious fellow too: he tells

%

1 Child's Edition, o£. ci£., p. 33, 1. 105*

i
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Mak directly that he “has a bad name for stealing of 
sheep.

The Third Shepherd called Daw, may be about 
twenty years old. He represents youth, robust, 
vigorous, animated,and quick to emotion. More re
sponsibility seems to have been placed on his shoul
ders in the care of the sheep than the elder shepherds, 
and yet when he claims his share of dinner and drink 
he receives some unpleasant taunts instead. This kin
dles a spirit of revolt in the heart of the lad. for 
youth is ever prone to rebel; but when the suggestion 
of a song is made, he joins in cheerfully and is even 
willing to take the mean. Like all young people he 
is a sound sleeper and a good dreamer, for it was he 
who dreamed that Mak trapped a fat sheep. Youth is 
incredulous; after the search at Mak's home, Daw not 
being convinced, returns a second time to take a look 
at the babe in the cradle, and it is then that he spies 
the sheep. It is at his suggestion that the shepherds 
toss Mak in the canvas instead of giving him another 
form of punishment. In both instances it should be 
observed how Daw serves as figure-head for the two 
elder shepherds who unconsciously claim credit for

1 Child's Edition, 0£. cit.. p. 38, 1. 225.



the deeds. This practice is not uncommon.
It has already been noted that with the secular

ization of the religious drama, there has been a ten
dency for Biblical characters to take on new, realis
tic, dramatic life and interest quite separate from 
their part in the Bible story. The playwrights, how
ever, kept the more important personages; namely, Je
sus, Mary, Joseph, the disciples— figures of dignity 
faithful to their scriptural models. Therefore 

Maria in this Second Shepherds1 Play is the Madonna 
type," with impressive personality and appealing voice, 
and symbolic of all beauty and virtue combined. The 
angel too is a picture of physical beauty with a sym
pathetic voice.

Now that the realism in both setting and charac
terization have been exan^ned, the next step will be 
the analysis of the natural situations occuring in 
the play. In this review one should particularly note 
how craftily the author arranges these and in what a 
spirited manner he handles the action. It might be 
well to keep in mind that the incidents introduced in 
this narrative are such as would appeal to a country 
audience. <• (

\

The shepherds assemble on the stager at the open
ing of this presentation and complain of their troubles.



Mak enters and joins in with his enumeration of woes. 
He grieves over his wife's illness and grumbles about 
his crying children. This he does to hoodwink the 
shepherds for the trick which he is to play on them 
later. When Mak slips away with a fat sheep after 
he makes sure that the shepherds are sound asleep, 
when he arrives home with his booty and rouses his 
wife, when they discuss what to do with it and the 
wife finally proposes to put it into the cradle and 
pretend that she is confined, these all in turn pre— 
sent situations full of humor and realism that lead 
up to a delightful climax. One can imagine the fun 
caused by Mak and Gill's efforts to swaddle the fat 
sheep and get it safely tucked into the cradle and 
covered up with the blanket.

Mak's return to the sleeping shepherds, their 
awakening, their recounting of dreams, Mak's home
ward departure, the disclosing of the theft by the 
shepherds, the search for it in Mak's home, make up 
a series of lively circumstances that bring the nar
rative to the turning point; namely, the discovery

4
of the sheep. The punishment and return to the 
moor, comprise the falling action, while the appear
ance of the angel, announcing the birth df the pro
mised Messiah, brings in a new series of situations—



the visit to the stable, Mary's reception of the 
shepherds, and their presentation of simple gifts.
This final scene produces a very striking contrast 
in the sudden change from the boisterous fun to the 
exquisite tenderness and beauty of the Nativity.

The last realistic phase to be treated in the 
Second Shepherds1 Play is the dialogue. This is

i

characteristic of the language used by a West Rid
ing rural population.! It is lively and humorous 
throughout the play. To readers in this modern age 
of seemingly refined speech, it may be in places more 
than real; it may be vulgar and shockingly rough, but 
this is due to the fact 1jhat they are not accustomed 
to such language. They must remember that the masses 
of that period talked that way and knew no better ex
pressions. it is surprising to note the frequency 
with which these shepherds speak the names of the Deity 
profanely. Somehow this tendency always has been and 
still is very prevalent among a lower class of men.

The dialogue, accompanied with gestures and ac
tion, is extremely interesting despite its defects, ' 
because it is so true to the life of the people of 
that day. This is especially evident in the beginning

p# 28* Sidne5r The Miracle Play in England.
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of the play when the shepherds grumble at the severity 
of the weather, complain of the heavy taxes, hard work, 
and low wages, of their violent wives, and the disad
vantages of matrimony. The remarks exchanged between 
Mak and his wife in both scenes are a delightful re
production of such daily occurences between many wed
ded couples. Their words indicate a mixture of sar
casm, love, anger, sympathy, and all the other emotions 
and passions together.

The scene wherein the shepherds search Mak»s house, 
presents some more amusing expressions from these rough 
men of the field, particularly when they spy the sheep 
and when Mak still holds that it is his child.

Having analyzed setting, characterization, situa
tions, and dialogue with reference to the realistic 
element therein, one* is convinced that the Second Shep
herds» Play produces the best illustration in the his
tory of dramatic literature of the actual life of the 
people at the close of the medieval period.

f
\
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THE BIRTH OF JESUS

The York Cycle which has about forty-eight of 
it8 plays still extant, is the most dignified, rev
erent, and faithful to scriptural truth of the four 
series. Realism is to be found in some of its pro
ductions, but its realism is not half as apparent 
nor by any means as boisterous as that in others, 
such as the Townley Cycle plays. The fact that the
York manuscripts are the oldest may perhaps account

< I
for the difference. The drama was then more litur
gical and less secularized. But in some of the plays, 
certain portions of the Crucifixion Play for instance, 
the dialogue, action, and characters are considerably 
realized. The variety in style and stanza form of 
the different manuscripts indicate that the York 
plays were a compilation of several authors.

Taking the play, the Birth of Jesus, acted by 
the tile thatchers of York, to exemplify this cycle, 
one will observe in its lines a sacredness, especially 
in character and setting, quite different from the

4.

treatment of the same subject by other series. Other 
cycle playwrights have naturalized Joseph much more 
by stressing his awkward craftsmanship and particu
larly his diffidence before strangers and superiors.



The York Joseph, however, is portrayed in this mys
tery as the solicitous and devoted spouse of Mary, 
full of love for her and the new-born Infant Jesus. 
The little human touches depicted in connection with 
his anxiety and concern for his youthful wife and 
child are really appealing.

A prayer to the Trinity for protection and shel
ter in the miserable stable of Bethlehem comprises 
Joseph's opening speech. But in the next stanza 
the playwright shows that after all, the patriarch 
was man and not angel, by changing the supplication 
to a series of mild but doleful complaints; namely, 
that they sought up andv down and through all the 
streets of the city for shelter; that since so many 
people came to town, causing considerable congestion, 
the only place he?was able to secure was the cattle- 
shed; that here they have to remain for the night 
subject to the storms, because the walls are broken 
in and the roof is ruined. To emphasize the latter 
Joseph pronounces a mild oath: "As have I roo."1 
Even this trifle makes him lifelike.

4
Now this whole time Joseph converses with God;

(--------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------- --*-------------------------------

1 John Quincy Adams, Chief Pre-Shakespearean 
Dramas, p. 142, 1. 119.
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but right in the midst of his prayer, he turns to 
Mary suddenly and addresses her thus: »Say, Marie 
daughter, what is thy rede? (advice) How sail we 
doo?"^ This abrupt breaking off from prayer and 
asking advice of his wife is amusing. In the first 
place, it shows that Joseph, like everybody else, 
was distracted in his spiritual exercises at times; 
and in the second, that he relied on the good ¡judg
ment of his mate, despite her youth— a very flatter
ing thing for any woman. Mary heeds him not, nor 
does* Joseph wait for am answer. He murmurs some more: 
that they are in great need— forgetful of self— that 
there is no bed for Mary, that they are weak and 
weary and would like to rest, that God in his great 
mercy should guide them on and help them.

Mary remonstrates; she tells Joseph to be of
* *

good cheer for the Christ Child was to be born in 
this very place and that it was He who was to save 
them from many sorrows. Joseph does not seem to 
like the idea of remaining there all night; but Mary, 
knowing well the prophecies about the humble birth-» 
place of the Savior of the World, simply adds: "Ya, 
sir, forsuth, it is Goddis will." 1 2 Joseph says noth

1 Adams, op., cit., p. 142, 11. 2Q-1 .
2 Idem., 1. 65 •



ing more in opposition but immediately offers to get 
some fuel and light "for her.” Everything is "for 
Mary." This shows very distinctly, though depicted 
in a homely and crude manner, that Joseph was -un
selfish, ever thoughtful of anotheifs comfort.

After Joseph leaves, the Infant is miraculously 
born. Mary in deepest humility worships and adores 
the Holy Child. She then swaddles the Babe and 
presses It to her breast. Sacred as this moment is, 
yet there is room for much realization. The picture 
of a mother in the act of fondling an infant is as 
familiar as it is lovely.

Joseph’s voice is again heard from without. He 
seems to be telling the Lord that it is extremely cold 
in fact, the worst frost that he had ever experienced. 
He begs God to have pity on the old and infirm and to 
help him too. This soliloquy of his is so typically 
natural, for the subject of disagreeable weather con
stitutes the commonest of complaints.

Suddenly Joseph spies a brilliant star above him. 
He is awestruck and wonders what it can signify, fie

4

concludes that on arriving home he will inquire of 
Mary the meaning, for surely it must be an omen of 
some kind. This last implies a great deal. Why 
should Joseph have consulted Mary? Most likely the



playwright wanted to show that Joseph, being only a 
carpenter, must have had little knowledge of the 
scriptures and prophecies, whereas Mary, spending her 
youth in the temple, was well versed in them. Perhaps 
he merely wanted to show Joseph's utter confidence in, 
and esteem for, Mary.

As the patriarch enters the shed, Mary welcomes 
him joyously. Though dark inside, he notices by her 
unusually cheerful voice that something extraordinary 
has occurred; so he asks, "Say, Marie doghter, what 
chere with the?" She Itnswers, "Right goode, Joseph, 
as has been ay."1 The word say,appearing more than 
once in the course of tl*e dialogue— an addition of 
the dramatist— makes the talk delightfully familiar. 
Suddenly spying the Babe he cries, "Oh Marie! what 
swete thyng is tha$ on thy kne?"^ This expression 

is full of pathos,and yet it is characteristic of a 
man, for the simple reason that he calls the Babe a 
thing. Somehow it is customary for men to use vague 
or general terms, expressions that require no effort 
of thought. Mary tells Joseph that it is her new- ' 
born Son; and only then does the good man notice that

1 Adams, o£. cit.. p. 143, 11. 85^6. 
3 Idem.. 1. 94.



the stable is all aglow. Immediately he recalls the

beautiful star that he had seen in the heavens, the 
brilliant rays of which must have penetrated even 
the roof of the hovel. The significance of this 
event— the birth of his foster-child— is now apparent 
to him. Mary confirms this by quoting Balaam's pro
phecy on the coming of the Messiah. Falling down, 
Joseph is wrapped in profound adoration of the In
fant Christ.

Ideal as the playwright tries to portray Mary, 
he yet makes her a very human mother. This is to 
be seen in her laments over the fact that she has no 
bed whereon to place her cherished Babe. Making the 
best of things, she lays Him in a crib between two 
beasts. In Joseph, one may observe a true optimist 
who endeavors to be content with the little he has, 
and who finds plenty of good cheer even in privation. 
He attempts to gladden Mary by attracting her atten
tion to the beasts, how "louying in their manere. As 
thei wer men."-*- He then recalls the words of the 
prophet Habacuc, which foretold this very incident.

4-

As this short scene of the Birth of Jesus closes 
with Mary begging a blessing from her Infant, one can- 1

1 Adams, oj>. çit. , p. 143, 11. 123-4*



not but conclude that this is the most sacred and 
reverent of the York mysteries, and yet the above 
review proves that despite the supernatural elements, 
a close study reveals many little natural touches and 
seemingly hidden realistic suggestions.

I.

i



THE MAGI,HEROD, AND THE SLAUGHTER OF THE INNOCENTS

The New Testament mystery play, the Magi, Herod, 
and the Slaughter of the Innocents, is a Coventry pro
duction acted by the shearmen and taylors of the town. 
This and the weavers* play are the sole remnants of 
the famous Coventry Cycle. The other manuscripts were 
burned with the Shakespeare Memorial Library at Bir
mingham in 1879.1

Herod with his messenger enters and introduces 
himself to the audience as a typical boaster. He is

H t

greatly exaggerated by the playwright who permits him 
to assume divine prerogatives by having him say that 
he is the greatest conqueror that ever walked the 
earth, that he is the one who made heaven and earth, 
that he caused the lightning and thunder, that through 
very dread of him even tne earth quaked, that he could 
destroy the whole world by a single word, that he is 
prince of purgatory and chief captain of hell, that 
his face is brighter than the sun, and other impossi-
bilities. This long rehearsal of Herod’s attributes

- /
typifies the bombast of a man blinded by.pride, vanity
and conceit, or rather, the frenzied talk of a demen-

(____________________________________N_____ ____________
%

1 John Quincy Adams, Chief Pre-Shakespearean 
Dramas, p. 158.



ted individual.
This braggart has nevertheless, a very distinct 

purpose behind the yarn that he spins at the begin
ning of the play. He wants to create an impression, 
and as a salesman uses both eloquence and persuasion 
to attain his end, so too this monarch ends his vaun
ting speech with an order, issued through his herald 
Oalcas, that all ports collect a toll of five marks 
from every newly-arrived alien ship and from every 
stranger that passes through the realm. Anyone going 
contrary to this mandate, is to be hanged on the gal
lows. Both terms, marks and gallows, are anachron
isms. The dramatists pf the time purposely did not 
hold faithfully to traditional background in their 
play8 and frequently used anachronisms, in order to 
make the mysteries of religion both understandable 
and appealing to an illiterate audience.

As Herod leaves, the Magi come in turn upon the 
stage. On entering, each, bewildered because of the 
disappearance of the guiding star, speaks hie intent 
to seek the new-born Messiah, to adore Him, and pr6-

4
sent to Him his royal gifts. A line from the solilo
quy of the second king indicates a very human touch, 
a being's natural craving for companionship, "I 
trust sum company God hathe me sent."1 The line "For



the hed of all Whole Churche schall he he»2 is about 
thirty-three years too early, for the »Whole Churche» 
was not as yet established. Of course to the audi
ence this was a perfectly consistent reference.

When the herald brings the news of the arrival 
of the three kings, Herod’s anxiety knows no bounds. 
This is indicated by his questions, »What do they 
want in his country?" »How old is the king?" »is He 
really only a babe?« In this part of the play there 
is much room for a great display of actual solici
tude by a clever actor* Herod commands his messen
ger to summon the Magi immediately and also to learn 
all he can in Jerusalem>about this wonderful Child. 
Despite hie great eagerness, he is extremely cautious 
lest his servant arouse suspicion and thus thwart his 
plans. He warns -the herald to use mild words, to be 
crafty and thus beguile the three kings. Before des
patching him, the tyrant adds,

"And also I pray the hartely 
Thatt thow doo comand me 
Bothe to yong and olde."s *

These words are significant.- They show one that Herod
4. 1 2 3

1 Adams, 0£. cit.. p. 160, 1. 568-
2 Idem., 1. 581.3 Ibid., p . 161, 1 1 . 639-31.



was a shrewd politician. Just a few lines above, 
when he felt secure in his royal state and thought 
himself ruler of the whole universe, he could not 
express threats terrifying enough for his subjects. 
Now, a fear of losing his office because of a rumor 
of a new-born Infant King prompts him to send his 
greetings to both young and old.

i •

In the next scene, where the messenger brings 
the Magi before Herod, who receives them very cor
dially, one is confronted with a real hypocrite. 
Feigning a most graciduB manner, the villain ques
tions them as to the time of the appearance of the 
star, urges them to continue their journey in peace, 
find the child, and then to return in order to ban
quet with him and inform him as to the whereabouts 
of the Infant, so>that he too may go and adore Him. 
To heighten the effect of the impression already 
made on the visitors, he grants them a passport of 
a hundred days which means that they may go where- 
ever they please throughout the realm without the 
least interference or disturbance from any one. He'

4
even adds,

»There y's nothying in this cuntre 
But for youre one ye schall yt take.»1

1 Adams, 0£. cit., p. 162, 11. 678-9.



Having taken him in all sincerity, the kings grate
fully accept his favors, promise to do as he sug
gests, then bid their adieus.

No sooner, however, do the kings leave, than 
Herod reveals his true intentions. When they will 
return, he will have the vile wretches, as he calls 
them, put to death. Scornfully he laughs at the

i

foolish kings for trusting him. This is indeed an 
actual picture of a double-dealer, very common in 
every walk of life.

When the kings finally reach the stable, they 
fall down in humble adoration before the Ohrist-King 
and offer their most preqious gifts: gold, symbolic 
of Christ’s royal dignity; incense, signifying His 
divinity; and myrrh, His humanity and the suffering
He is to undergo ins His Sacred Passion. Of course,*
these gifts are unreal and formal; formal by being 
the same in all Magi-plays as fixed by convention, 
based on the Gospel of St. Matthew,^and unreal be
cause incense and myrrh are entirely unsuitable gifts 
for a baby. It is difficult to conceive even a king' 
presenting like gifts to a mere infant. This goes 
to show how sometimes the traditional cannot possibly

1 St. Matthew, II, 11.
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be made real. Juet for the sake of contrast, one 
finds in the Gospel of St. Luke^ an account of the 
shepherds visit at the stable of Bethlehem, in which 
the Evangelist merely mentions and does not specify 
the presents brought to the Christ Child. Here there 
is room for much realism, especially in the hands of 
a realistic playwright. He will suggest practical 
gifts, appropriate for a baby as already seen in The 
Second Shepherds1 Play, "a bob of cherys” " a bird 
from afar" and a "ball."1 2

Leaving the stable, the three kings discuss the 
promised visit to Herod. Their conversation is nat
ural and lifelike. The\first king proposes to go to 
Herod immediately, the second says that he is so 
tired that he does not know what to do, and the third 
suggests that they, rest ^before resuming their journey. 
Agreeing to this latter motion, they lie down to sleep. 
An angel appears, telling them not to go to Herod but 
to take a western route in order to avoid the death 
that the tyrant has planned for them. Orr awakening 
they recount their dream and decide to leave the place

4

immediately, lest Herod overtake them. There is a

1 St. Luke, II, 15-30-
2 C. G. Child»8 Edition, The Second Shepherds' 

Play, p. 62, 11. 718-34-



sincerity and affection in their parting which is 
truly appealing. Up to a short time ago, they 
were strangers to each other, but now they are re
lated by a mutual bond, the love of Christ. Each 
expresses to the other the deepest gratitude and 
fondest devotion.

The scene that shows Herod's rage at hearing
i

the news of the departure of the three kings by a 
different route is open to a good deal of the real 
as well as the comic. Simply demented by his un
controllable wrath, Hefod, like the devils of the 
mysteries, becomes a vaudeville figure. He must 
have been the delight not only of playwrights but of 
audiences as well. In time he became so exaggerated 
that he disappeared, or rather, like other such dis
torted figures, wa§ modified in a more human repre-* *
sentation, such as Vice in the Morality Plays.

The actions that accompanied the words, "I 
stampel I stare! I loke all abowt! I rentJ I 
rawe! and now run I wodein l must have been wild, but 
in that day very amusing, demonstrations indeed. Pre
senting to his knights his plan for the slaughter of 
all male infants, Herod expects immediate assent. To 1

1 John Quincy Adams, Chief Pre-Shakespearean 
Dramas, p. 163, 11. 779-81.



hi8 utmost surprise and annoyance, the knights show 
opposition and refuse obedience. They even argue 
with him, offering as their main point not only the 
cruelty of the course, but also the possiblity of 
an uprising in the country. One even has the auda
city to address the tyrant as "cruel Herod.« This 
resistance on the part of the knights produces re
newed passion in Herod by a display of terrible an
ger and a whole volley of curses and oaths. He de
mands immediate submission or death on the gallows.
The playwright uses the second alternative to fright
en the knights, whose very name should symbolize chi
valry— nobility, and bravery— into wretched cowardice. 
He depicts this cleverly in the sudden change of the 
knights' opinions and principles when their own lives 
are at stake. Toheigntgn the effect they even swear 
upon Herod's sword to execute the villainous deed 
commanded.

After Mary and Joseph, in obedience to the an
gel's message, leave for Egypt, women come in with 
their babes, singing doleful lullabies in anticipa-'

4.

tion of the awful fate that is to overtake them.This
singing on the part of the mothers in so terrible an

\

hour hardly seems natural. As the knights appear on



-39-
the scene and demand the infants, the women try every 
human means to win them over. At first they endeavor 
to appeal to their chivalry, courtesy, and kindness. 
When this fails, they fight. One even takes her pot- 
ladle and uses that as her weapon of defense. This 
scene likewise offers an excellent opportunity for 
realistic interpretation. Any such physical struggle 
as depicted above always leaves room for the real 
and the comic.

Though the knights overcome the women and slay 
the children despite all laments and pleadings, af
ter the bloody work is done, they secretly pity the
poor sufferers and greatly fear God's vengeance. They

v

master themselves,however, excusing their deeds as 
those performed through duty, and go to complete the 
task of gathering the slain innocents in order to

• it ♦
present them to Herod.

Even the closing scene of this mystery, wherein 
the messenger tells Herod of the Holy Family's flight 
into Egypt, gives a very lifelike picture of a human

4

being whose designs and machinations for the attainr 
ment of a certain end have all been utterly foiled,
and whose exasperation has reached the breaking point.

(
Such a one, seeing that all outside aid is useless,

lu

takes matters into his own hands and sets out to do



the task himself. So too in the completion of this 
mystery play Herod prepares to set out to overtake 
the victims of his wrath.

The boastful opening speech of Herod, the nat
uralness of the Magi, the opposition of the two 
knights, their pity for the mothers of the slain 
babes, and other realistic touches in this mystery

i

play are the result of keen observation of life by 
the clever dramatist of this Coventry Cycle.

< t
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-41
THE KILLING OF ABEL

Since the Townley dramatists were freer than 
other cycle playwrights in their infusion of the 
realistic into the Biblical narratives, their parti
cular version of the murder of Abel will serve as the 
best model for the human element. It was really this 
naturalization that led to a degenerating of the sac
red drama. Another reason for selecting this trans
lation is that the Townley Cycle is the most import
ant and interesting of the four series of the sur-

I.
viving English mystery plays. Besides, this is the 
first example of an Old Testament narrative.

The York version de'aling with this particular 
Bible story contains a milder realism than the Town- 
ley Play presented by the glovers of Wakefield, but 
this latter will sdrve to illustrate extreme realism.

4

In places the dialogue becomes so coarse and vulgar 
that the translator finds it necessary to supplant the 
curses and imprecations of Cain by dashes. The Town-
ley or Wakefield playwright simply transferred the

. /
roughest and crudest type of villein then found at the 
plow in the fields of England to the role of Cain. Dia
logue, setting, and action are all so typically rural, 
low-class, middle English that they afford ample oppor-



tunity for an interesting study of some of the de
grading social conditions existing at that time.

Garcio opens the play with a comic welcome ad
dress in which he exhorts the audience, in the home
liest manner possible, to keep silence. He repeats 
this three different times: "Be peasse" "I you for- 
bede To make nother nose ne cry" and "Bot let youre 
lippis couer youre ten.'¿He calls his auditors "fel
lows" "rascals" and threatens the one who will dis
turb in any way with, "The dwill (devil) hang hym 
up tb dry] He closers the prologue by saying that 
many persons present resemble his-master, Cain. Ur
ging them to welcome an$ applaud the man when he ap
pears, Garcio makes his exit. The remark about the 
resemblance is certainly enlightening, for Gain's 
character is most.-degraded. If many of the audience 
are like him, then one can readily understand the 
status of society. This clumsy plow-boy gives one a 
first glimpse of a stage-clown, so common in the 
Shakespearean dramas. f

Gain is introduced to his audience at the very'
4-outset as a rough and rugged farmer, who shouts to

his horse8 as he ploughs. This opening picture, made 
_________________________________  \______________

1 John Quincy Adams, Chief Pre-Shakespearean 
Dramas, p. 94, 11. 3-11.

3 Idem., 1. 23*



even more real by a volley of coarse exclamations 
from the worker, is a faithful rendering of a fami
liar rural scene. The use of the plough and of 
horses in the time of Adam and Eve is, of course, an 
inconsistency.

Finding it impossible to hold the plough and 
drive at the same time, Oain calls Garcio, who imme
diately succeeds in making the horses go. This and 
a smart remark from the servant provokes Cain so much 
that he strikes him, whereupon the boy returns the 
blow éaying, "And have Igane as right. " 1 "An eye for 
an eye and a tooth for a tooth” seems to be the lat
ter's philosophy. This Impudence is too much for Cain. 
"I am thi master: wilt thou fight?"2 Garcio returns: 
»Yai, with the same measure and weght That I boro 
will I quite. ,,3( "With what measure you mete, it shall 
be measured to you again.»)4 Garcio takes the words 
of Christ's sermon on the mount (a few thousand years 
before this incident) rearranges and interprets them 
to suit himself, then quotes them for Cain's benefit.

1 Adams, op. cit., p. 94, 1. 49.
2 Idem., 1. 50. (\

53.3 Ibid., p. 95, 1.
4 St. Matthew, VII, 2.



The audience would naturally expect to witness 
a fist fight at this point, but instead, Cain com
mands the rowdy to shout to the team. The boy obeys, 
whereupon peace is again restored; and fortunately 
so, for gentle Abel appears on the scene. With a 
blessing on his lips he addresses his brother; "God, 
as he both may and can, Spede the brother, and thi 
man. " 1 This custom of calling down God's assistance 
on the work of another, still prevails in certain 
Catholic communities. The recipient of such a bene
diction should express$his gratitude. Cain, however, 
being in a very disagreeable mood, answers in a lan-
guage too offensive to be reproduced.

\
Abel is not a bit disconcerted; in fact, he dis

plays a bolder spirit than even before,by not hesita
ting to remind his avaricious brother that it is time 
to worship God by sacrificing a tenth part of the pro
duce of the farm in the form of grain or cattle, as 
their father had taught them to do. He also suggests 
that they first cleanse themselves before the offer-

4

ing. This irritates Cain beyond measure. His sharp 
words, "How long wilt thou me appech With thi ser-

1 Adams, 0£. cit., p. 95, 11. 57-8* *
*5»



monying? Hold thi tong yit I say.»1 indicate that 
this is not the first appeal made by Abel. In a 
way, one can hardly blame Cain for being provoked.
He feels like one might feel toward a neighbor in 
church who would remind him to drop an offering into 
the collection box. He sends Abel to "the dwill» 
and that more than once in the course of the play. 
His dialogue becomes blasphemous. He claims he 
finds no reason for praising God when he receives 
nothing but sorrow and woe from Him. Abel pro
test «Oaym, leife thĵ s vayn carpying, For God

2giffys the all thi lifying.«" But Gain responds
that he never borrowed a farthing from the Lord.

i
It is amusing to hear the first son of the first 
parents speak of an English farthing at a time when 
money was unknown even in dreams. This goes to 
show how the playwrights realized and modernized 
the ancient narratives. Another instance is: »For 
bi hym that me dere boght.»3 This refers to the
Redeemer who was then only promised by God to sin-

$
ful man.

- /

— --- ---------------- --------------- ----- 1___________
1 Adame, 0£. cit., p. 95, 11. 85-7.
2 Idem.,11. 97-8- \
3 Idem.,1. 114. ' %



Gain holds that there is no use in his offer
ing up a sacrifice, as each year that he does so 
only finds him worse instead of better. He adds 
that these facts prove that God is his foe:

"When all men's corn was fayre in feld 
Then was myne not worth a neld;
When I shuld sow, and wantyd seyde,
And of corn had full grete neyde 
Then gaf he me none of his;1,1

He concludes his complaints with "No more will I gif
hym of this,"1 2 and adds that Abel need not blame him
for treating the Lord in such a manner, for he is
onlj? reciprocating pa4t injuries. One would expect
the saintly brother to be terribly shocked and to
remonstrate at this blasphemous talk; but Abel, on
the contrary, pretends to ignore it and instead urges
Cain the more to make haste in order to perform the
sacred duty. This prudence, or indifference, or call
it what one may, on Abel's part, indicates that he
was accustomed to explosions like the above, and that
he knew protests or opposition of any kind would only
tend to intensify his elder brother's anger.

Gain is obstinate; he insists that he will give
4.nothing to God nor to man. He reasons thus:

1 Adams, op. cit., p. 95, 11. 122-6.
2 Idem., 1. 127.



"For had I giffen away my goode,
Then myght I go with a ryffen hood;
And it is better hold that I have 
Then go from doore to doore and craue.

This is perfectly logical; but what a miserly spirit
it indicates! As Abel pleads again, Gain responds
with some new imprecations and the excuse: «What
nede had I my trauell to lose, To were my shoyn and
ryfe my hose?«s It is really surprising that Abel
should keep up his supplications when he sees that
his brother is becoming more and more enraged. He
knows, however, how far to go. Gain typifies a
real Englishman— slow to anger bu.t boundless in his
wrath. i

Abel's reproachful remark: "Ar we not brether,
thou and I?«3 is so full of pathos that it touches
the hard-hearted qain. Seeing that evasion of his*
vigilant brother is impossible and the sacrifice in
evitable, he finally gives reluctant consent; "To 
dele my good is me full lothe."4and «sot well I se 
go must I nede.»5 He sends Abel on ahead and in-

1 Adams, op. cit., p. 96, 11. 140-3.
2 Idem., 11. 152-3 •

3 Idem., 1. 157. \

4 Ibid., p. 95, 1. 161 .
5 Idem., 1. 164.



tends to follow, but Abel begs that they go together. 
This last little touch is characteristic of a bro
therly or sisterly quarrel. It shows that the play
wright was a keen observer of human nature.

Having reached the place of sacrifice, Gain com
mands Abel to lay down his bundle on the hill and to 
make his offering first. Abel meekly obeys, kneels, 
and prays, then sets fire to his tithe which burns 
brightly. After this, Gain begins to prepare his 
sheaves. The irreverent candor with which he tells 
the bord that he has nothing for which to thank Him, 
that he offers his goods only because he must, is 
unusual and really surprising. It is as comic as 
it is pathetic to hear Gain count his sheaves, se
lect and weigh each one in his hand in order to give
the thinnest to Gqd. The selection was difficult,*
because each sheaf seemed better than the preceding
one. Somehow he did not realize before that he had
such a good crop. He hesitates over each sheaf:

«Bot this gettis never God of heuen 
Nor none of thise foure, at my myght,
Shall neuer com in Godis sight.«1 ,

Such and similar expressions indicate hie deep-rooted
stinginess. Finally he chooses the smallest possible

1 Adams, ojd. cit., p. 97, 11. 115-7.



sheaf, the one he can best miss, and even it "goyse 
agans myn hart full sore.'»1 This particular scene 
is open to a good deal of the realistic and comic.

As Abel witnesses this proceeding, he grieves 
very much. He reproaches Cain for giving the worst 
instead of the best to his God, but Gain defends 
himself by saying that he made his selection merely 
by guess. Abel reprimands him for not fearing the 
Lord. This provokes Gain immensely. He storms: 
that one sheaf is as much as the Lord will receive, 
that* He comes by it "Eighty" cheap, that it cost 
many a backache before it grew ta be what it is, and 
so on. It is evident t£at Gain is a very fluent 
talker. He produces arguments as readily and quick
ly as an attorney of long practice.

Another reminder from Abel about the fear of 
the Lord induces Gain to give up, very reluctantly 
though, a second sheaf. Realizing,however, that 
Abel is getting the best of him, Gain tries a little 
caprice by suggesting that Abel offer a diseased 
swine to the Lord, if Abel consents, then of course 
Cain can justify his own bad conduct to his Creator. 
To his dismay the saintly brother seems to pay no

1 Adams, oja. cit., p. 97, 1. 321.



attention to the suggestion. Cain's conduct here is 
characteristic of shrewd, wily persons.

Cain then sets fire to his offering, but it re
fuses to burn. He blows and fans in the devil's name 
and urges it to blaze, but all in vain. Almost suf
focated by the smoke, he turns to Abel and calls down 
maledictions upon him. This action is so typical of 
persons in great rage. Knowing it to be useless to 
vent their spleen upon the inanimate object that causes 
their distemper, they pour out their wrath on the near
est animate creature.

At this point the voice of the Deity is heard re
proaching Cain for rebelling against his brother and 
saying that since he sacrificed falsely, his offering 
was cursed. Had Cain been generous and honest in his 
tithe, it would have beed blessed, for it is only nat
ural that one always gets as much as he gives. Cain 
answers most irreverently with;

"Whi, who is that hob-ouer-the-wall,
Wei who was that that piped so small?
God is out of hys witJ«1

- /
He really expresses himself in this rude and profane 
manner in order to play brave and thus cover up his 
cowardice, but in the following lines-,he exposes this
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cowardice the more; "Com furth, Abell, and let ve 
weynd; Me thynk that God is not my freynd,w1 and 

'•Go we hene sone; and if I may, I shall be There as 
God shall not me see.”1 2 3 Poor Gain, like many wicked 
persons, forgets that the Almighty is an all-seeing 
God as well; that not a spot in creation is invisible 
to His eyes.

Abel wishes to escape another outburst from his 
irate brother. He offers as an excuse the feeding of
his beasts, but Cain refuses to accept, saying, "Na,

< I
Ha, abide; we haue a crow to pull. WhatJ wenys thou 
to skape so?”’-*’ These are very familiar expressions and 
even common today, though somewhat modified. They sound 
something like this now; "I have a bone to pick with 
you,” and "Do you think you'll get by with that?”

Abel asks Cain the «cause of his great displeasure 
with him. The burly villein admits his extreme jeal
ousy, caused by the fact that Abel's sacrifice burned 
clearly and his own did not. When Abel answers that
he is in no way to be blamed for this, Cain loses com-

. /
plete control of his terrible temper. He seizes a

1 Adams, op. cit., p. 98, 11. 301-3*
2 Idem., 11. 305-7.
3 Idem., 11. 311—13.
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jawbone and strikes his brother. Abel falls and ex
pires as he cries, "Veniance, veniance, Lord I cry!
For I am slayn, and not gilty."1 In desperation Cain 
turns to the audience and, like the half-crazed fiend 
that he represents, shouts that if any one has taken 
his deed amiss, he will amend it by committing even a 
worse one. Quaking with fear, however, he tells of 
his intention to hide for forty days, lest he be found 
out and suffer a death penalty. A true picture of a
coward who pretends utter fearlessness but at the same

< I
time displays every sympton of extreme terror!

When the Lord calls, Cain asks whose voice it is, 
knowing full well that it is God's. This feigning ig
norance on Cain’s part reveals a very human touch, in 
that often a person knows well enough who the indivi
dual calling is, 'or understands perfectly the question 
asked, or statement made, yet demands a repetition of 
the same.

Cain's deliberate falsehood given in answer to
God's question as to the whereabouts of his brother,

, /shows human weakness at its worst. It shows a wicked
4

man who makes his guilt all the more abominable by his 
detestable lies. "‘What askis thou me? When was he in

1 Adams, op. cit., p. 98, 11. 398-9.



my kepying?"! are questions put by Cain to God in or
der to evade the latter’s queries. But the Lord can
not be deceived. He tells Cain that Abel's blood cries 
to heaven for vengeance, and then pronounces a just 
curse over his head for the infamous act committed.

The playwright digresses considerably from the 
Bible account with reference to Cain's answer to the 
Lord at this point, in that he (Cain) tells God bold
ly that he will not accept the curse, that he does not 
want mercy, that he will commit suicide, or somebody 
may kill and bury him for all he cares. The Bible,on 
the other hand, says that Cain despaired of pardon be
cause he thought his iniquity greater than God's mercy. 
In fear he complained that every one who would find 
him would kill him. The Lord assured Cain that it 
would not be so, for whomever would take his life would 
be punished sevenfold. This divergence indicates that 
the dramatist expresses his own ideas of villainy as 
existing in his day. He sacrifices even exact bibli
cal truth, and portrays Cain as an unrepenting, mor
ally depraved individual to the very end. The Bible' de-

4
picts Cain as a sinner, who despite his fall, would 
have craved mercy had not despair made him believe his

1 Adams, op. cit., p. 98, 11. 345-9.



sin unforgivable. The two attitudes toward the one 
villain vary considerably. The Cain in this mystery 
seems utterly hopeless and far worse than the bibli
cal Cain.1

Turning his attention to Abel's corpse, Cain 
tries to think of some scheme to evade suspicion in 
its burial. He decides to call his knave to assist 
in the interment of the slain body. As Garcio enters, 
he buffets him. The servant demands an explanation 
for such a welcome, whereupon Cain, realizing his 
rash deed, answers in a jocose manner that he struck 
Garcio to practice his hand. Coaxingly he adds, "I 
pray the, good boy, and\thou may, To ryn away with

pthe bayn." It is indeed amusing to observe Cain's 
diplomacy in dealing with the plough-boy— a behavior 
characteristic of* -shrewd, persons. But Garcio is e~ 
qually as shrewd. When he learns that it was his mas
ter who slew Abel, through fear of being arrested by 
the "bailiffs", he attempts to run away. It is indeed 
humorous to hear this primitive man speak of bailiffs. 
Cain pleads at length with the "good" boy in order to

4
induce him to remain. Not until Cain promises to re— * 1 2

---------------------------- --------- ---- - 1 ■■■ — ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ -  ■ — ------------------- \
1 Genesis, IV, 13-16. *
2 Adams., 0£. cit., p. 99, 11. 397-8.
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lease him from bondage does the rowdy consent. And 
then to make sure of the agreement, Garcio demands that 
his freedom be proclaimed throughout the land. Imme
diately Cain begins to frame a proclamation, a part of 
which is to free the bondman and another to clear Cain 
of the guilt of murder. The boy wilfully miseries each 
line, putting in nonsensical phrases. This sort of thing 
though far-fetched and inconsistent must have delighted 
the audience beyond measure. The author makes this epi
sode entirely middle English by having Cain issue a pro-

|
clamation in the name of the king— a thing completely 
out of conformity to the time of the scriptural event.

Garcio*s foolery provokes Cain so much that he 
warns him to stop or be hanged on the plough. After 
this Cain very abruptly bids his audience farewell, 
saying that he is to reside with Satan in hell forever.

Little need be said about the realistic in the 
characterization of this mystery play, for the prece
ding analysis of situations and the bits of homely 
dialogue have already brought out the many little hu
man touches that make the characters real and lifelike.

4
The marked contrast between the villainous Cain and 
the pious, gentle Abel has also been shown. The dra
matist takes special pains in naturalizing Cain by



infusing into him every characteristic common to the 
coarsest of Englishmen of his day. He depicted him 
as a farmer, brother, master, again as a villain, mur
derer, blasphemer, miser, coward. He has him swear, 
curse, scold, blaspheme, cheat, lie, and even kill—  
just as any utterly degraded man would do in real life.

It seems that the playwright was more successful 
in revealing Cain's personality than in portraying the 
character of Abel. Abel is idealized. His sanctity 
is brought out by showing his prudence, patience, bro
therly love, fear of the Lord, and a whole list of 
other virtues. Abel symbolizes perfection and he may 
seem unreal, unnatural, »almost superhuman; and yet cer
tain little touches make him a very lifelike figure.
In order to avoid his brother's wrath, he becomes soli
citous for his cattle. He becomes persistent in hold
ing his view with regard to the sacrifice. Again and 
again the human element appears in him.

Garcio is a coarse, clownish sort of person, pos
sessing an abounding,rough humor and a good heart. His 
role is especially adaptable to the infusion of a great

4

deal of the realistic as well as the comic. He is real
ly the forerunner of the stage clown and the fool of 
Shakespeare. From his insolent behavior toward Cain 
one gets a good idea of the relations existing between
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masters and servants in medieval days.
Judging the play as a whole, there is little rev

erence or feeling in it, too little restraint, and too 
boisterous a humor. The crime of murder is lightly 
treated, in that Cain, after being cursed by the of
fended Deity, instead of repenting, turns with undim
inished vigor to indulge in a comic scene with his ser
vant Garcio.

That this mystery play is rich with realism in 
situation, dialogue, and characterization has been 
seen! Because it lendfe itself in many places to the 
coarse and vulgar it serves as an,excellent example 
of the extreme realism mentioned in the introductoryI
pages of this thesis.



NOAH’S FLOOD

The freedom and levity with which the anonymous 
playwrights of the cycles occasionally enlivened the 
Bible story is especially well exemplified in Noah’s 
Flood, particularly in the farcical role of Noah's 
wife. This drama, based on the Old Testament theme, 
is one of the twenty-five separate plays performed by 
the Chester Cycle. As already mentioned, each play 
was assigned to a separate guild, or group of guilds. 
The Remarkable aptness* of some of these assignments 
is shown by the fact that Noah’s Flood was played by 
the water-carriers of the River Dee, on the banks of 
which, the city of Chester is situated.

The story of Noah, his wife, and his ark, appears
to have been an eostremely humorous subject in the hands• * *
of the various cycle dramatists, perhaps because mar
riage was looked upon at that time as a comic theme.
All three cycles unite in commemorating Noah’s vexing 
experiences in wedlock. The Townley Noah, like other 
plays of the Townley Cycle, is homelier and more ex
aggerated than the other Noah-plays.

This Noah-play, like The Second Shepherds' Play
i

discussed in the preceding pages, is ope of the few 
mysteries that can be said to have a realistic back



ground. The building of the ark necessitates a some
what chaotic setting of strewn timber, tools, and pitch, 
and a good deal of hustle-bustle among the builders.
After the completion of the ark, each member of the 
Noah family passes in review before the audience with 
the different pairs of wild as well as domestic ani
mals. Both settings are homely and real.

The play begins with God's announcement to the 
patriarch of the coming deluge in which every sinful
creature is to be destroyed. Since Noah, his wife,

-*■ ♦_
three sons, and their wives, are the only righteous 
people, they are to escape this peril by building an 
ark and hiding therein. i God goes into detail as to 
the boat's construction, the material to be used, the 
exact dimensions, the number of rooms and openings.
Noah thanks the Loi*d heartily and hastens to obey His 
command. Immediately he lays the plans before his 
family. It is highly amusing to witness each member 
in his own homely way present a tool and volunteer as
sistance. Shem's ax is "as sharp as any in all this 
town;"-*- Ham's hatchet is even a keener tool. Japhet 
claims that he can make a pin (a nail) and with his 
fine hammer drive it in without the slightest effort.
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Noah's wife is not to be outdone; she volunteers to 
carry lumber. The wife of Shem presents a chopping 
block, and Ham's mate promises to go for pitch. There 
is nothing left for the wife of Japhet but to cook 
the meals; so she consents good-naturedly to do the 
task. Now this demonstration is an addition to the 
biblical narrative, but it serves to exhibit the 
splendid spirit of cooperation and team work that 
must have been prevalent among the various trade guilds 
of the time.

4

4 In the name of Gpd, Noah begins the work of con
struction, and the others join in with an enthusiasm
that is delightful to behold. But the fun begins

i
when Noah teasingly says, "Wife, in this castle we 
shall be kept; My children and thou I would in
leapt."1 Mrs. Noah, tired and ill-humored, answers

•>in the negative, whereupon Noah tries a little "honey":
"Good wife, do now as I bid."2 But wife replies with:
"By Christ.' not ere I see more need, Though thou

3stand all the day and stare." In trying to make the
4

dialogue familiar to his medieval audience, the author 1 2 3

1 Cunliffe, ojd. cit. , p. 65, 11. 97-8.
2 Ibid.. p. 66, 1. 102. >,
3 Idem., 11. 103-4.



inserts such oaths as "by Christ" and "by St. John" 
and others. These are too early for the time of 
Noah.

Lamenting the "crabbed" nature of womankind,
Noah begs good wife to cease her noise: "For all 
they ween thou are master—  And so thou art, by 
St. John.'"-̂  These lines, though extermely comic, in
dicate that the conjugal relations of the middle ages 
were not very harmonious. They also show that women 
even in that day were asserting their rights.

< The next scene shbws the ark finished. A hun
dred-twenty years have intervened..between the Lord’s 
apparition in the first scene and the completion of 
the ark in this one. God again appears to Noah, giv
ing him final instructions as to the food and drink,
the number of cle^n and unclean beasts, and fowls*
that he should take into the ark.

Summoning his family, the patriarch repeats God's 
orders to bring in seven clean and two unclean beasts. 
What follows, reminds one of a modern circus parade. 
Every conceivable bird and beast, from the royal lion 
to the measly mouse, and from the peacock to the in
significant sparrow, is presented in turn by the vari-

(
ous members of the Noah family. This unusual spectacle
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must have evoked a great deal of merriment from the 
audience. The animals, painted on sheets of parch
ment, were exhibited to conform to the words spoken 
by each person before entering the ark.l

Noah and all but his wife, seek refuge in the 
ark. Considerable liberty is here taken with the 
biblical version as shown by the quarrel between the 
patriarch and his wife. Being a woman of exceeding
ly whimsical temper, she gives vent to a volley of
strong language in reply to her husband's appeal to

Ienter the ark. She refuses to move a foot unless
her gossips are permitted to go in with her.

“Unless thou'It let them in thy chest,
Row forth, Noah, whither thou list,
And get thee a new w i f e .“2 raves the wrathful

shrew. This last expression sounds entirely too mod
ern and not at all in cqnformity with biblical truth. 
Since it is found in this mystery,however, it neces
sarily follows that divorce must have been common even 
in medieval days.

Shem and Ham each in turn attempt to “fetch" their 
mother, but all in vain. Reaching the limit of his pa-4,
tience, Noah shouts to the woman with a final, “Come 1 2

1 Cunliffe, op. cit.. p. 66.
2 Ifrlct« » p. 67, 11. 206-8.



in, wife, in twenty devils’ way! Or else stand there 
without.» 1 Following this, the gossips sing a rather 
boisterous song, a wilerd sort of thing and not at all 
in keeping with the atmosphere of the narrative. The 
joviality of these women who see death staring them 
in the face is too liberal and exaggerated an injec
tion to be real. Now all the children, with the duti
ful Japhet as spokesman, plead with their mother to 
enter the ark. Even the words, “For His love that you 
bought,»2 (meaning the Redeemer) do not move the ob
stinate woman; so the sons take her in by force. This
situation provides a notable opportunity for a scuffle

*

on the stage. Noah welcomes his wife as the boys drag 
her in, but she in return deals him a blow. Somehow 
the realistic element in the humor at this point has 
become too extravagant. The scene is neither lifelike 
nor funny because of its exaggeration. It seems to 
be rather a satire on women and marriage in the dis
guise of a biblical narrative.

Poor Noah appears to take the blow meekly enough.
4

»This is hot! It is good to be still,»2 is all he 1 2

1 Cunliffe, op. cit., p. 67, 11. 219-20.
2 Idem., 1. 236. \

3 Ibid.,p. 68, 11. 243-4.



says. His bit of philosophy— that silence is golden—  
is held by a host of poor henpecked husbands. To cover 
his embarrassment, Noah makes ready for the departure 
of the ark. Shortly he enters and bars the window.

After the singing of the psalm, "Save me, 0 God!" 
he opens the window, saying: "Now forty days are fully 
gone."l By these words the audience was to understand 
that the deluge had ceased. There was no such conven
ience as a curtain to motivate the time element in the 
presentation of these ^ysteries. What the people did
not supply with their imagination, the opening lines*
of the actors made evident.

Noah's musings about the raven and dove that he 
sends forth are interesting. These birds still retain
the characteristics attributed to them by this medie—

* > 1 
val Noah. According to him the raven is untrustworthy
and the dove, the meekest and most loyal of birds.

Little of the realistic is to be found in the re
mainder of this mystery. At the command of God, Noah

4

and his family leave the ark and offer a holocaust of
- 1

praise and thanksgiving. After this the Lord makes a 
covenant with the patriarch,in which He promises never 
to punish man by a similar deluge. As "a token that

1 Cunliffe, op. cit.. p. 68, 1. 257.



such vengeance shall cease,“l God points to a rain
bow in the heavens. With His final blessing, the 
scene closes.

The very last line: "For vengeance shall no 
more appear. And now, farewell, my darling dear."2 
sounds real and feminine but not appropriate to the 
sacred personage of the Deity who utters it. In or
der to make dear rhyme with appear the playwright 
spoils the solemnity and final impression by this 
sentimental conclusion.

■*' No part of the old sacred drama was free from a 
didactic intention. Its very purpose was to teach 
doctrine, not only by symbol but by actual represen
tation as well. With the secularization of religious 
presentations; that is, with the new comic and realis
tic additions, th^se old dramatists departed more and♦
more from direct moralizing. Instead, they let the 
stories convey their own impression to the audience. 
The Chester Cycle still provided an expositor at the 
close of each drama to clarify the application. But 
this particular play seems to be an exception, per-* 
haps for the simple reason that the words of the Deity 1

1 Cunliffe, op. ci_t., p. 69, 1. 355. 
Idem., 1. 371.2



at the close of the mystery convey the moral.
This Noah play that presents a comic picture of 

matrimonial discord is really the product of the play
wrights observation of the English wives and hus
bands of his day. The venerable patriarch, in the 
hands of this dramatist, becomes not only real and 
humorous, but a medieval type of henpecked husband.
In his communion with God, however, Noah is reverent, 
dignified, and in fact, true to his biblical model.
It is in his dealings with his wife that he is real-

< >.
ized. The foregoing analysis of action, plot, and 
dialogue has already pointed out the qualities that 
tend to make Noah a lifelike and natural individual.

The authors of the time purposely humanized the 
subjects of their plays in order to bring them closer 
to the understanding and sympathy of their audience. 
Respect for the more important biblical personages 
forbade too inventive a freedom to the writers of the 
cycles. They expended their ingenuity therefore on 
less significant characters and details as is well 
exemplified in the person of Noah's wife of this Ches-

4

ter mystery. She personifies a village scold, a shrew
ish type of woman, stubborn, hot-tempered, and disa
greeable, who spends most of her time gossiping with



her neighbors. Her obstinacy displayed in the scene 
in which she refuses at so critical a moment to en
ter the ark without her loquacious friends is great
ly exaggerated.

The other minor characters represented are plain 
men and women. The playwright does not seem to em
phasize any particular traits in them. He makes them 
very ordinary persons who come and go when called by 
Noah. Their ambition to assist in the building of 
the ark, their boastful attitude when presenting their 
tools, the part they take in the procession with the 
animals, and particularly their struggle with Noah»s 
wife, though considerably overdrawn, are all typically 
middle English.

Looking at the play as a whole, one must necessari 
ly conclude that*despite the realistic and humorous ele 
ments found therein, it still retains its original sac
redness and seriousness of tone. It is not as boister
ous and extreme as the Noah play of the Townley series. 
Then too, the Chester Cycle of which this drama is an 
excellent example, is the only one that shows any real

4

effort to serve the religious object to which miracle 
and mystery plays were supposed to have been directed. 
Perhaps it was for this reason that in1 the year 1328,



these plays received a great impetus by the act of 
Pope Clement, who decreed a thousand day indulgence 
to every one

"who should resort in a peaceable manner, 
with good devotion to hear and see the 
said plays from time to time as oft as 
they shall be played within the city."1

1 Sidney W. Clarke, The Miracle Play in England, 
p . 34.



THE BROME ABRAHAM AND ISAAC

The Brome Abraham and Isaac is an example of a 
non-cycle mystery play. It is a selection of high 
dramatic interest and another good representative of 
the plays based on the Old Testament. Though the 
theme is serious and even tragic, still it can be in
terpreted realistically with passages of pathos and 
humor cleverly woven into the biblical narrative by
the unknown playwright. This play could be called a

♦
realistic tragedy, though it happens to have a happy 
ending.

Here one is introduced at the very outset some-i
what seriously to the patriarch Abraham and his son 
Isaac, who have just returned from a stroll in the
open. The initial lines are really a prayer of thanks-

♦
giving, in which Abraham expresses his sincere grati
tude to Almighty God for benefits bestowed on him and 
all mankind. Particularly does he thank for his young 
son Isaac, whom, after God, he loves most dearly.

To test the fidelity and love of Abraham, God, 
sends an angel to bid the patriarch offer his son in
sacrifice. Forgetful of his former profession, Abra-

(
ham is astonished beyond words. At this point the 
dramatist makes the holy patriarch very human and un
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like his biblical model. Abraham does not answer the 
angel immediately with the "God’s-will-be-done" spirit 
of the Bible, but objects that he would rather lose 
all his earthly possessions, that he loves nothing more 
than his son, and that it goes against his conscience 
to do the deed. Recollecting him3elf, however, he adds 
that he is willing to do as the Lord bids and will spare 
neither child nor wife. This sudden burst of generosi
ty to relinquish even his mate without having been re
quested to do so, is inserted on purpose by the play
wright to provoke a smile from his male audience.

at-

After more lamentation, Abraham prepares the wood 
for the sacrifice, then hastens to summon Isaac whom 
he finds at prayer. The boy’s prompt obedience and 
respect seem somewhat exaggerated, most likely to im- 
press the children in the audience. If this reverence 
be true, however, it must be said that the medieval 
child revered his parent to the extent of worship.

Pathetic indeed is the journey as well as the scene
4

on the mount. Every word the child utters wounds the
. 1

heart of Abraham. The struggle the father undergoes is 
really tragic. This is vividly depicted in each soli
loquy following the talkative,little fellow’s remarks.

%
The behavior of the boy throughout the play and especi
ally his constant and innocent chatter, full of exclam-



ations and inquiries, indicate that the author of 
this mystery play knew children and child psychology.
Of course he does idealize Isaac somewhat, because of 
the child's biblical significance, but still he gives 
him all the traits and characteristics of a real boy 
of the medieval period.

Over two hundred-eighty lines are devoted to the 
conversation between father and son, the familiarity 
of which, shows a mutual love and esteem. That child
ren possess a keener observation and insight than is 
attributed to them, ckn very well be seen from Isaac's 
questions to his father, "Fatherf I marvel sore at 
this, Why it is that y§ make this heavy cheer?"1 Of 
course, like a child, he does not wait for an answer 
but adds a second and third query about the beast for 
the sacrifice. The father succeeds in evading the 
questions by telling him that God would provide. But 
try as he may, Abraham cannot conceal from the child 
his deep emotion. Realizing that there is no other 
alternative, and that he must come out with the truth 
sooner or later, he bluntly blurts out the tragic words: 
"Ah, Isaac, Isaac, I must kill t h e e . ' S o  dramatic a * 2

(
_ 1 Child's Edition, The Brora e Abraham and Isaac,P- 13, 11. 136-7. ---------------------------

2 Ibid., p. 14, 1. 167.
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passage as the above needs no analysis. The severe 
affliction of the parent and the amazement of the 
child are all too obvious.

A hysterical or weak-hearted adult would pro
bably have fainted at hearing so terrible a sentence, 
but a child that seldom takes things seriously and 
that must first know the why and wherefore before 
fully comprehending a situation, is less affected.
Isaac, true to this psychological principle, asks his
father innocently, "Kill me, father? Alas, what have

< I.
I done?"1 The boy pleads his case further by telling 
his father that if he did wrong, a rod would serve 
as well as a sword; thbn adds, "For in truth, father,
I am but a child."2 Since neither the first nor second 
arguments produce any effect, he tries a third, his 
strongest, that of his mother’s intercession in his be
half. Here the playwright shows that child instinct 
that always prompts a youngster to seek refuge with 
one parent when the other reprimands or punishes.

When Isaac learns that it is God Himself Who or- 
ders the sacrifice, that it pains his father grievous
ly to do the deed, and that the latter dare not dis- 1 2
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pleaee the Creator by disobeying the command, he 
stops pleading. To make sure, however, he asks again, 
"And it is God’s will that I should be slain?"1 Like 
a real boy, once convinced of the justice of the deed, 
he bravely faces peril or punishment. This is to be 
seen in the following lines:

"Now, father, against my Lord’s decree,
I will never murmur, loud or still.
He might have sent me a better destiny,
If it had been his will."2

There is a very human touch in the line, "He might
hav€£ sent me a better destiny." It shows that Isaac’s
resignation is not complete. How could it be; Isaac
is only a child.

i'
Though Isaac himself is sorely depressed, still 

he endeavors to console his afflicted father. In do
ing so, however, one notices a tinge of bitterness es- 
pecially in the line, "For, once dead and gone from 
you, I shall soon be out of your mind."3 in other 
words, he says, "Out of sight; out of mind."

Isaac shows so great a regard for his mother’s
4

feelings that he urges his father to conceal his death. / 1 2

1 Child's Edition, 0£. cit. , p. 15, 1. 187.
2 Idem.. 11. 190-4. s

3 Idem., 11. 201-2.



from her at the sacrifice of truth: "Tell ye my 
mother nothing, Say that I am in another country 
dwelling."1 This is rather a too liberal infusion of 
the realistic into this scriptural narrative on the 
part of the playwright who aims to give Isaac every 
characteristic common to a boy of his day.

After begging for prayers and a final blessing, 
Isaac kisses his father farewell. As an afterthought, 
he asks to be blindfolded to avoid the sight of the
sword. Hot being able to tolerate the boy's words

< I.
any longer, Abraham tells him to speak no more, but 
Isaac prattles on: "Wherefore? We shall speak here 
together so little w h i l e . T h e n  he bids his father 
to tarry no longer, to make a quick end of it, with 
as few strokes of the sword as possible. With more 
of caressing and lamenting on the part of parent and 
child, the playwright prolongs the woeful agony. Des
pite his youth, Isaac shows unusual valor by refusing 
to be bound.

Once more requesting his father to keep his death
. 1

secret, the boy sends his mother blessings and adieus. 
Amid sobs he begs pardon for all past trespasses; then

f * 1 2............ ....................................................— ■ ■„ - i ----- --- ----- - ------ - -----  ..
1 Child's Edition, 0£. cit., p. 17, 11. 215-6.
2 Idem.,11. 326-7.



ließ down as he gives these last admonitions: "And 
smite me not often with your sharp sword, But hasti
ly that it he sped."-1- and "Turn downward my face.'"1 2 
The boy commends his spirit into the hands of his 
Heavenly Father and prepares himself for the final 
blow. Abraham hesitates and in great desperation 
cries, "0 Father in Heaven, what shall I do.'"3Isaac 
impatiently pipes in with, "Ah, merry, father, why 
tarry ye so. Father, heartily I pray you, shorten 
my woe."4 pathetic and tragic as this scene appears 
at tdiis most critical ̂ moment, the holy impatience on 
the part of Isaac is humorously boyish, and more un
real than real. Rarely does one hear of a normal per-

\
son, excepting the God-inspired martyr, being anxious 
for the stroke that is to put an end to his life. Of
course, in a certain sense, Isaac's death, had it oc-

.
curred, could be termed martyrdom.

Following the above scene, the supernatural ele
ment creeps into the plot again. Just as Abraham 
raises his sword to strike, an angel grasps the wea-

4

pon from his hand and brings him a message of thanks

1 Child's Edition, 0£. cit.. p. 19, 11. 288-9.
2 Idem., 1. 291.
3 Ibid. , p. 20, 1. 305. > 4,t
4 Idem., 11. 305-310.



from God for his ready obedience, love, and fear of 
the Lord. To confirm the truth of his words, the 
angel points to a ram which Abraham is to sacrifice 
instead.

At this heaven-sent release, the holy patriarch 
rejoices immensely, thanks the Lord in turn, then 
bids his son rise; but Isaac continues to urge his 
father to smite. Here again is an example of the in
credulity so common in youth. Not until Abraham tells 
the poy that God Himself sends the command through his 
heavenly messenger, does Isaac obey. Arising, he asks 
dubiously, “Will not God be wroth that we do thus?"1

i
But after he sees the ram sent by the Lord for the sac
rifice, he is satisfied. Isaac, like the boy that he
typifies, must have definite, concrete proof before

*>being fully convinced of the truth.
With the dreadful scepter of death removed, Isaac 

returns to his former cheerful, boyish vivacity. He 
shows how quickly a child can recover from a fright,

4

for immediately he talks to the sheep, expressing his- /
grief over the death of the animal and at the same
time joy at his own release. Then he busies himself

{

1 Child's Edition, op. cit., p. 22, 1. 349.



with the fire, blowing hard to make it burn. Before 
he does so, however, he makes sure that his father 
will not smite him, by saying, "If I stoop down low,
Ye will not kill me with your sword, I trow?" 1 Still 
feeling uncertain and uncomfortable, he says with em
phasis, "I would that sword were in a fire, indeed,
For Father, it maketh me full sore aghastJ"^ To Isaac 
the weapon is and will ever be a source of dread, for 
it will always recall this painful incident.

After the oblation God blesses Abraham and pro
mises him heavenly bliss and a multiplication of his 
posterity: "As thick as stars be in the sky," and "As 
thick as the sand is in the sea."^ This delights the 
heart of Abraham. Once more a bit of the realistic 
enters in at the close of this mystery. Isaac can
didly tells his father that he had never been so ter
rified before and vows that he will never go near the 
mount again, for the very sight of the place will re
call gruesome memories. The father then suggests that 
they go home. Isaac agrees readily, saying, "I had 1 2

1 Child's Edition, 0£. cit., p. 23, 11. 377-9.
2 -Idem., 11. 381-2." (

\

3 Ibid.. p. 24, 11. 383-5.
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never such good will to go home And speak with my 
dear Mother." ^Before taking his leave he vows, "By 
my troth, once home, why then, I would never go out 
like this a g a i n . W i t h  this last speech from Isaac, 
the drama is ended. After this, a doctor presents 
an epilogue in which he tells the moral.

When one reads the Bible account of the sacri
fice of Isaac, one learns only the bear facts, com
pletely void of the human element. That does not neces
sarily mean, however, that this episode which took place 
on Mount Moria was enacted without feeling or in as 
abrupt a manner as depicted in Holy Scripture. On the 
contrary, this tragic situation witnessed by God alone 
must have been extremely real, because the human in 
man does not change. Human nature was the same in the 
days of the Old ffestamept, is now, and will be till 
the end of time. In perusing the lines of this mystery 
play, in search of the realistic touches therein, one 
cannot help be charmed by the free and natural inter
course between the young son and aged father. There 
is also a candor, a give and take, in the dialogue 
that is truly appealing. 1 2

{
1 Child’s Edition, op. cit., p. 25, 11. 422-3.
2 Idem.. 11. 431-2.



In the character delineation of Abraham one will 
observe that the playwright kept the patriarch, true 
to his biblical model, becomingly grave and dignified; 
but at the same time, made him an astonishingly life
like person. The Bible stresses only the supernatural 
side of his character, for God destined Abraham to 
serve as a model of obedience to the vast generations 
to come. Even this dramatic presentation indicates 
this in the lines: "All men shall take example by him
My commandments how they shall keep.“1

IThis mystery presents Abraham not only as a vir
tuous patriarch but also as a very fond and somewhat 
indulgent parent. This indulgence on the part of Abra
ham to his only child is due perhaps to the man’s ad
vanced age. The familiarity, candor, and ease in the 
conversation of the two.,manifests that a rarer inti
macy existed between Abraham and Isaac than ordinarily 
exists between a son and father younger in years.

Another human touch in the character of Abraham 
is the freedom with which he gives vent to his emotions. 
His lamentations throughout the drama vividly depict 
his terrible soul-struggle. These utterances, because 
they are so natural, must have exited the sympathy of

1 Child’s Edition, 0£. cit.. p. 9, 11. 45-6.



his audience, just as did the great joy and grati
tude expressed by him at the happy turning of the 
plot.

In Isaac we have a good specimen of a ree„l boy, 
idealized of course, to a certain extent. His must 
have been an admirable character in the hands of a 
clever actor. His boyish vivacity and childlike sim
plicity, his witty remarks, doubts, fears, and objec
tions are the same as those exhibited in any normal 
youth of Isaac's years. That he held his father in

■ 4 $great reverence and esteem was apparent from start to 
finish in this play. He serves as a model of obedi
ence and respect to the youthful on-lookers in the 
audience. His murmurs and attempts to win his father 
over before knowing that the command comes from God, 
make him the more?, human. However, his cheerful sub
mission to the sacrifice because it was God's bidding, 
though edifying, is rather surprising in one so young.
It is unnatural for a mere child to possess a con
formity that devout persons spend a life-time to ac- 
qui re. '
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struggle does not involve physical but rather moral 
or spiritual action. With Abraham the combat is love 
of God versus affection for his only child, whereas 
Isaac'8 struggle is between two alternatives: the 
fear of death and fear of the Lord. These conflicting 
elements produce an inward soul-struggle which is evi
dent in exterior actions, in dialogue, and especially 
in the emotions expressed by the characters. And it 
is from these external effects that one is able to 
discover the realism so liberally infused by the play- 
wright. The anonymous writer of this mystery play was 
particularly observant, not only of human nature but 
especially of the life and customs of his day.

As stated above, there were four cycles; namely, 
the York, Chester, Townley, and Coventry. These four 
cycles presented *simil$r mystery plays, but these plays 
were written, not by the same but by different authors. 
This fact accounts for the similarity in theme and in
cident as well as for the presence or absence of real
ism in the various versions. From the study of this 
mystery which is really a non-cycle play one must ne
cessarily conclude that the playwright was very free 
in his interpretation and presentation of this bibli
cal narrative, Abraham and Isaac. Despite the tragic



and pathetic elements found in this sacred drama, 
the foregoing treatment of the human touches found 
therein is indication enough that the play is fair
ly teaming over with realism.
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Further comment on the realism in these old 
mystery plays hardly seems necessary, for the above 
review of the best specimens selected from these 
dramas, written by anonymous playwrights, should 
afford ample proof that realism was the dominant 
tendency in the dramatic literature at the close of 
the Medieval Era. It was the adding more and more 
of the realistic that gradually brought on the growth 
of the domestic drama and the complete disappearance 
of the sacred drama.
A. %The close joining of farce comedy with mysteries 

of religion, as observed in these plays, is a bit too 
bold perhaps for refined taste, but the people of 
that time liked such strong contrasts. Viewed from 
the standpoint of excellence in artistic detail, 
these dramas of‘ the middle ages may seem crude enough; 
yet the cycles as a whole, the growth through centuries 
of work by many unknown writers presented in many places 
throughout Europe, beside England, afford an excellent 
illustration of the way life mirrors itself in litera
ture.

{
\
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